"B4 I let go..."

* I'd Rather Live like A Man than die like A Coward.
* Therefore I Must Adjust My Thought processes And
  Aggressive Behaviors! * The Clock is Not Ticking...
* As My Days Decrease. Anxiety Increases And My
  Mood Shifts Even Quicker Than Any Vehicle.

* B4 I let go... TOTALLY Use IT * Wrongfully REACT
  I'd Rather Pray to WILL, Ask For GUIDANCE
  And protection As Well As the STRENGTH And real
  Ability TO CHANGE MY CONDUCT! * Prison life
  Has Been MORE Than Just A Journey...It
  Has Been A Reality Check on So Many Levels!

* Will Be the 1st 2nd 5th 30th or
  Thousands Person to tell you FACTS.
  Prison Has ONLY Created A Fucking Monster!

NO, Not Your Average Baggy Man Scare Anyone
Or Anybodys Children "TYPE OF MONSTER"
A Monster that the GOVERNMENT Has Created
From Their Corruption! A Monster that NOW
Knows How to properly Fight these Bitches.
A Monster that NOW Takes More Assembly,
Intellectually And More humbly... Only For the
Sake of MY GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT And Worldwide
Messages & "Bigger Picture" I'm Truly Trying TO PAINT.

B4 I let go... And lose MY FOCUS, With Confusion.
I'd Rather Grab Ahold of the Wheel, pull off to
the Side of the Road, take 10 long breaths (cont'd)
"Pray to ALLAH" And get the Heck off that
ROAD OF DESTRUCTION, Which
Will ONLY Lead Me Straight BACK TO PRISON OR Simply
to My Grave. *I Fear Nothing on NO ONE BUT ALLAH*(sun)
As B4 I let go... I'd Rather Take Another Look!

That Glass IS Half Full Not Half EMPTY. (cont'd)

~ Jason Freener 9/1/91